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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Far from being the tranquil twilight of life, retirement is a sequence of phases separated by life-altering
events. Life-altering events may require large expenditures in the year of the events and may trigger a
change in phase spending levels.
The Phase/Event Retirement Paradigm (PERP) describes retirement as a sequence of life-altering events
and phases. Perp has been formulated as a linear programming model and implemented as a computerbased retirement planning tool. The adviser and their clients map out retirement using PERP. Included
are things the client wants to do, and events the client cannot avoid. Prep computes a set of guidelines
showing when to spend and when to conserve capital in anticipation of major expenditures.
PERP uses linear programming optimization to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Maximize disposable income by maximizing return on assets and minimizing taxes.
Use partial IRA to Roth IRA conversions to level taxable income over time.
Compute the optimal order and amount of savings account withdrawals.
Retain money from pensions and Social Security benefits in the Taxable Account to meet high
end of plan costs.

The value of a retirement plan is measured in terms of maximized, total, real, Disposable Income plus the
plan’s surplus at the end of the plan. This measure is useful for comparing plans with alternative policy
options.
Popular retirement strategies are 1) Age in Place, 2) move into a Continuous Care Retirement Community
(CCRC) or, 3) move into Custodial Care (CC) after loss of spouse. This paper illustrates the use of PERP to
quantitatively evaluate these retirement strategies.
PERP models retirement as a stepwise linear approximation rather than the conventional constant
spending, adjusted for inflation. The former is more representative of retirement spending than the
latter.

INTRODUCTION
Prof. William F. Sharpe, the Nobel Prize-winning economist, once described
retirement income planning as the most complicated financial problem he’s ever
faced. There are “up to 100, 200 parameters that you’ve got to nail down before you
can find an optimum strategy,” he said in a 2014 interview.
There are four decisions to be made at the start of retirement:
1.
2.
3.
4.

At what age to retire,
At what age to claim Social Security benefits.
Whether to stay in the current home or retire to a congregant retirement facility.
Whether to self-fund the expensive end of life care costs from accumulated savings or with Long
Term Care Insurance (LTCI).

Much has been written and said about the first two decisions. This paper is concerned with developing a
method for quantitively evaluating the third and fourth decisions.
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First, the location issue facing the newly retired couple is choosing where and how they are going to spend
their golden years. Three common options are:
1. Age in Place (AIP): continue to live independently in the pre-retirement home regardless
of age, income, or ability level (HUD 2013). The surviving retiree retains ownership of the
house which is passed to the heirs.
2. Continuing Care Retirement Community (CCRC): congregant retirement community,
in the U.S., where a continuum of aging care needs—from independent living, assisted
living, and skilled nursing care is offered within a single, stand-alone facility. CCRCs
frequently charge a substantial entrance fee. CCRPs offer a full menu of amenities and
entertainment options. Normally residents will downsize early in retirement to move into
a CCRC.
3. Custodial Care (CC): non-medical care facility that helps individuals with their daily
basic care, such as eating and bathing. Custodial Care clients move into smaller living
accommodations, thereby facing the same downsizing challenges as the CCRC couple.
Custodial care contracts are typically month to month, may have a small, one-time signup
fee but there is no large entrance fee. Custodial Care institutions tend to be smaller than
CCRCs and offer fewer amenities. Generally, the CC couple will begin retirement by aging in
in place. A major adverse event, e.g. loss of spouse or major injury, prompts the transition to a
custodial care facility.
The three retirement location options offer different ways of dealing with the clients’ progressive loss of
independence, and with different cost schedules.
Second, the novice retiree needs to decide how to fund the medically intense end of life care. The two
options are to self-fund from savings or purchase Long-Term Care Insurance (LTCI). Self-funding requires
constrained spending early in retirement to assure that there are sufficient savings for the end of plan.
Long term care insurance requires committing to annual insurance premiums. This is an immediate
decision with long term consequences.
Section two of this paper defines Phase/Event Retirement Paradigm (PERP) which is used to specify the
phases and life-altering events of retirement. Section three is an evaluation of the three ways of spending
retirement. Section four briefly discusses PERP’s contribution to the issue of the psychology of spending
capital to support retirement spending. The appendices contain the literature review and parameter
values assumed but not changed in doing the computations of this study

THE PHASE/EVENT RETIREMENT PARADIGM
Real world retirement spending is not a straight line over time. Although person’s exact spending curve
cannot be predicted its overall structure can be anticipated and prepared for.
Based on anecdotal evidence PREP spending can be realistically described as a series of disconnected
straight lines (phases). Practically and financially speaking, a phase is when the client goes through a
period of physical and financial steady state which ends with a major Life-altering Event (LAE). The LAE
also starts a new phase with a different steady state. Examples of LAEs include loss of spouse, a major
illness, downsizing to a CCRC, etc. LAEs that separate two phases change the characteristics of the
successor phase such as the difference in annual cost between independent and assisted living.
Figure 1 is a graphical abstract of the PREP concept.
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Figure 1: Phase Diagam

Disposable Income for Age In Place in thousands of dollars and indexed to inflation.

Modeling Retirement Spending
PERP is based on three concepts.
The first concept is that retirement can be described by phases where each age’s Essential Spending (ES)
is the same as the preceding age’s ES, indexed to inflation. That is ESr = ESr-1(1+i ) where i is the rate of
inflation.
The second concept is that retirement is punctuated by occasional Life-altering Events (LAE) at the age of
intersection of two phases. A phase’s ES is discontinuous at an event in that it may abruptly change to a
different ES level at the age of the event. The equation in the first concept may not true for an LAE, that
is ESii != ESi-1. Alternatively, the adjacent ES’s may be the same but the LAE may be a onetime cost, such
as relocation costs to a CCRC.
The third concept is that retirement Disposable Income (DI) is defined in terms of spending by:
DIr = ESr + DSr for this model’s retirement years r, ages 65 through 92.
Essential Spending (ES) is what the client is required to disburse annually by contract or needs to
otherwise spend to survive. ES is fixed by the client. How spending items are assigned to ES is a matter of
negotiation between advisor and client. (See Kitces 2012).
Discretionary Spending (DS) is maximized by the optimizer. DS is the money left over in each year for
non-obligated spending. Disposable Income (DI) is the maximum amount of after-tax money available for
spending each year of retirement, based on the client’s resources. Disposable Income is the sum of
Essential Spending and Discretionary Spending. DS is the client’s spending upper bound based on the
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client’s resources; a budgetary number that the client is unwise to exceed lest their resources be
prematurely depleted. Unlike conventional calculators, DI is not constant but varies according to phase.
ES is fixed by the client for each phase of retirement. Maximum annual DS is computed by minimizing
taxes on savings withdrawals while maximizing the compounding of asset returns. Balancing these two
conflicting goals is the essence of optimization.

Computer Application
PERP is a computer application using the Optimal Retirement Planner (ORP) (Welch 2015a). ORP
computes tax efficient, savings account withdrawal plans that maximize the model’s annual Disposable
Income (DI). The Withdrawal Plan (WP) shows the amount of withdrawal from the three retirement
savings accounts (IRA, Roth IRA, and Taxable Account) for each year of the retirement plan.
ORP computes the WP that maximizes possible total plan value. Manual estimating of the WP introduces
a whole new set of degrees freedom into the model which greatly increases the complexity of model
experimentation. Variations in the WP will introduce significant variation in the model’s results, i.e.
Discretionary Spending (DS) and Total Value. ORP’s optimal WP replaced these unnecessary assumptions
and provides the assurance that there is no better WP. Instead of guessing at these values PERP computes
the optimal values.
Tax efficiency is achieved through optimal withdrawal account selection and withdrawal amounts. A key
feature is ORP’s automatic repositioning of account balances prior to withdrawal to achieve withdrawal
tax efficiency. These account balance adjustments include IRA to Roth IRA conversions, transfer of IRA
funds to the Taxable Account, and the saving of Social Security benefits or pension in the Taxable Account

Retirement Plan Efficacy Measures
The development of a retirement plan is the result of multiple runs of the model with different values of
policy variables, such as what age to retire, at what age to claim Social Security benefits, at what age to
sell the house and downsize to smaller quarters, etc. Evaluating multiple options requires measures of
the option’s economic worth to the client. PERP has two such efficacy measures:
1. Annual Discretionary Spending (DS) expressed in today’s dollars: Comparisons of option’s DS
needs to take into consideration that DS will vary depending on ES, i.e. larger ES values will lower
the DS.
2. Total Plan Value (TPV): The sum of real (inflation is removed) Disposable Income (DI) for the
entire plan. Although inflation is included in all of PERP’s computations this value has inflation
removed because a dollar today has considerably more valuable than a dollar 30 years from now.
TPV comparisons are independent of ES.
Efficacy measures are used to compare the economic worth of plans.

EVALUATION OF RETIREMENT LIVING OPTIONS
This section evaluates the retirement living options using the PERP.
Assume a 60-year-old, married couple planning to retire age 65, as they consider where to live in
retirement and how to address their long-term healthcare needs.
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The choice of living accommodation is the first big decision of retirement to be made early in retirement.
The options considered here are Age in Place, CCRC, and Custodial Care (CC).
The second big, retirement decision is how to fund the last few years of life. End of life is the most
expensive phase in terms of health care and living costs in retirement. Two options are considered: selffunding and Long-Term Care Insurance (LTCI). This is an early retirement decision because it requires
action to be taken across retirement but does not bear fruit until the end of the plan, some twenty-five
years hence. Self-funding requires setting aside sufficient savings to fund at least two years of skilled
nursing. Long term care insurance requires a substantial annual premium but no massive outlays during
end of life care. Although the two options are dramatically different in their implementation, they share
the common attribute of having to make the choice early in retirement, either to commit to annual
insurance premiums or set aside savings.
Table 1: Retirement Timelines
Disposable Income by retirement Option, $000
Age
65
69
70
80
80
85
90
92
92

Event
Retire
Sell House
Join CCRC
Loss of Spouse
Sell House
Health Issue
General Decline
Hospice
Plan Surplus

Phase
Age In Place

AIP
LAE
ES

CCRC
LAE ES

10

10

CC
LAE

ES
10

400

Independent
Widowhood

30

200

40

30

30

30

82

400

Assisted Living
Nursing Care
End of Life
Bequest

50

82

82

110

110

110

55

80

683

188

80
0

Table 1 summarizes the hypothetical couple’s retirement options and timelines. The choice and timing of
Life-altering-0Events (LAE) are estimates based on their adviser’s experience and the client’s wishes. The
costs shown in
Table 1 are justified in an Appendix. The notable ages in
Table 1 are:
1. Retirement: At age 65 the couple retires. The Essential Spending (ES) of $10K is the spending
annual floor from retirement to age 70. ES is primarily real estate taxes on their home and other
home related costs such as utilities, home maintenance costs, veterinary bills for the family dog.
The home’s mortgage has long since been paid off.
2. Move to CCRC: At age 69 the house is sold. At age 70 the $200K CCRC entrance fee is paid from
their Taxable Account.
3. Loss of spouse occurs at age 80 for all three options. Although the planning horizon is age 92,
life expectancy tables indicate that one partner will not survive past age 80. This study assumes
that the retiree is male and the first to die whereas the surviving spouse is female. Loss of
spouse causes a $30K outlay for funeral expenses at age 80. It is generally recognized by
financial advisors that loss of spouse reduces Discretionary Spending by less than 50%. ORP
reduces Discretionary Spending by 25% for the remainder of the plan. CCRC Essential Spending
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is reduced by the no longer applicable monthly second occupant fee. The Custodial Care (CC)
surviving spouse sells the house and moves to a custodial care facility. The proceeds from the
house sale are added to the Taxable Account.
Health Issue: With all three options the surviving spouse encounters a major, chronic health
issue at age 85. The transition to more intensive care increases the annual ES. The Age in Place
(AIP) surviving spouse remains in their home and employs home health aides. The CCRC
surviving spouse moved to assisted living within the CCRC facility, at an increased annual cost.
When the health crisis occurs the CC surviving spouse, as a custodial care resident, moved
within the facility, to a higher and more expensive level of support care.
Decline: At age 90 the surviving spouse goes into a general physiological decline that requires
skilled nursing care beyond the capability of the support group or the institution that is
providing assisted living. Nursing care may be paid for by long term care insurance but not by
Medicare, except for hospice care, in the last 6 months of life.
Hospice: Age 92 is the final year of the plan and the last year of life for the surviving spouse
making the surviving spouse eligible for Medicare hospice care. Hospice will pay for home
health care aides for the age in place option but not room and board for congregate living
facilities. Hospice reduces but does not replace the final year’s Essential Spending.
Bequest: At the End of Plan all three plans intend to leave no surplus (Final Total Asset Balance).
The CCRC couple had sold their house at age 70 and applied the proceeds to their CCRC entrance
fee. 80% of the CCRC’s uninflated entrance fee is refunded and becomes part of the model’s
end of plan surplus. The AIP surviving spouse lives in the house to the end of the plan and the
inflated value of the house is passed to their heirs as part of the bequest. The CC surviving
spouse already sold the house after loss of spouse when the surviving spouse moved to a
continuing care community, leaving no plan surplus.

These options all assume self-funding of long-term insurance.
The events and phases shown in Table 1 are for illustration purposes. The advisor and client can use PERP
to define their own piece wise linear approximation of spending of up to 10 events and 10 phases.
Clearly there are some consequential policy issues that have to be resolved early in retirement.
Figure 6 is a plan and not an attempt to predict the future. 3-PEAT (Welch 2) describes how the plan is
executed, which is to annually run ORP with values from the latest brokerage statement to compute the
annual retirement savings account withdrawals.
The accompanying taxable income tax graph shows the amount of income in each of the Federal Income
tax brackets. Note that taxable income is considerably less volatile than spending income. This is an
example of ORP’s optimizer making the plan tax efficient through control of savings accounts withdrawals.
Table 2 Option Summary:

$000
Option

Age in Place
CCRC
Custodial

Discretionary
Spending

Plan Value

Self-Fund

LTCI

Self-Fund

LTCI

44
25
48

46
22
27

1,797
2,175
1,967

1,794
2,133
1,969
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Table 2 compares self-funded though saving vs long term care insurance.

Optimal Retirement Plans
This section presents the optimal retirement plans computed for each of the retirement living scenarios
described above. Presented are tax efficient, optimal savings withdrawal plans that maximize disposable
income over the duration of the retirement plan. The Optimal Retirement Planner www.i-orp.com (ORP)
computed the withdrawal schedules that maximize annual disposable income subject to the essential
spending assumptions in Figure 1
ORP computed an account withdrawal schedule that minimized income taxes and maximized asset returns
over the duration of retirement while honoring the model’s spending requirements, ES and DS. (In
contrast, a conventional retirement simulator that requires that the advisor explicitly specify the
withdrawal schedule. This makes implementing a simulator version of PERP infeasible.)
The scenarios in this section are intended as illustrative examples and should not be extrapolated as rules
of thumb for actual retirement saving management.

Age in Place
The Age in Place (AIP) couple lived all of retirement in the residence they occupied at retirement. AIP
includes having later-in-life services, and needed support be provided in the couple’s home. These needs
and their cost increase as the clients age.

The AIP Optimal Withdrawal Plan
Figure 2, Savings withdrawals, shows a withdrawal plan for the Age in Place scenario.
ORP’s defines an Optimal Withdrawal Schedule to be one that maximizes Disposable Income.
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Widowhood Assisted Living

AIP: Sources of income

400
300
200
100
0
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92
Soc Sec
IRA
Taxable
Roth IRA

Sources of income for each retirement age in thousands of dollars. The bars show the annual total
withdrawals and the accounts from which the withdrawals were made.

AIP: Transfers
100
80
60
40
20
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
IRA2Roth

AftxTrns

Thousands of dollars shifted between accounts: IRA2Roth is IRA to Roth IRA conversions, AftrxTrns is
Social Security income saved in the Taxable Account.
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AIP: Taxable Income

200
150
100
50
0
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92
NoTax
10 Pct
12 Pct
15 Pct
25 Pct

Thousands of dollars of taxable income displayed by Federal tax brackets. The bars represent the
taxable income for each age. The bars’ segments represent income by tax bracket
PERP’s withdrawal plan generally followed conventional wisdom, spending down the Taxable Account first
and the Roth IRA last. The computed, optimal, IRA withdrawal pattern roughly tracks the essential
spending patterns of retirement projected by the client in Table 1. The spike at age 80 was for loss of
spouse funeral expenses.
Once retirement begins, about the only thing that the retiree can change, year to year, are saving
withdrawal amounts. Pension and Social Securing benefits, once started, are set by contract. The choice
of account to withdraw from and the withdrawal amount reflect the occurrence of life-altering events and
associated changes in essential spending. Account choice and withdrawal amount are the decision
variables that ORP optimized to compute its tax efficient withdrawals.
The Age In Place phases and events reflected in Figure 2, Sources of Income, are:
1. Retire (Age 65): At retirement, a partial IRA to Roth IRA conversion increases the Roth Account
balance so that later in the plan tax free Roth IRA withdrawals keep the taxed IRA withdrawals
within the optimal tax bracket. In parallel with these IRA conversions the couple lives off of their
Taxable Account. From the second year of retirement to the beginning of Social Security benefits
(age 70) the couple lives off of IRA withdrawals only.
2. Independent Living (Ages 65-80): The IRA is distributed in parallel with Social Security benefits to
support spending. IRA to Roth IRA Conversions and the saving of Social Security Benefits in the
Taxable Account build up savings for tax free or low tax withdrawals later in the plan. It is worth
noting once again that money is being squired away in the Roth and Taxable accounts during this
phase so that it will be available for spending at lower tax rates during the higher spending rate
‘later in the plan.
3. Begin Social Security (Age 70) Savings withdrawals were reduced since benefits support spending.
Withdrawals before Social Security fill the gap from retirement age to the beginning of benefits.
4. Loss of Spouse (Age 80): The retiree, the male partner, expires at age 80, causing the onetime
funeral expense. The IRS asserts that one partner of a married couple will survive to age 92 but
life expectancy tables indicate that one partner will demise by age 80.
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5. Single Independent Living (Ages 80-85): After loss of spouse, the surviving spouse remained in
the house. Discretionary Spending was reduced 25% beginning at age 81. The consensus amongst
the financial community is that the loss of spouse results in a reduction in the couple’s spending
but that a 50% reduction in spending is too large to be realistic. 25% is ORP’s choice. ORP
switched from the married couple IRA tax tables to the single person tables. Social Security
income was cut in half.
6. Health Crisis (Age 85): As it frequently occurs the loss of spouse perpetrates a health crisis for the
surviving spouse. The significant associated medical costs were absorbed by Medicare and
Medicare supplemental insurance, but the surviving spouse’s lifestyle changes radically.
7. Assisted Living (Ages 85-89): The retiree remained in their home. Daily activities were
increasingly supported by family and home health care. Home health care was an expensive
essential spending not covered by Medicare. The length of the Assisted Living phase depends on
nature of the health crisis.
8. Declining Years (Ages 90-91): Daily skilled nursing care was now required. The length of the
Assisted Living phase depends on the nature and servity of the health crisis.
9. Hospice Care (Age 92): The final year of life was under hospice care which was paid for by
Medicare.

Leveling Taxes
PERP adjusts savings account balances early in retirement in order to level taxes on savings withdrawals
later the retirement plan. PERP shifts funds from early in retirement when income is high and expenses
are low as compared to later in the plan when the opposite conditions is true. Three types of
rebalancing activities are employed:
1. IRA to Roth IRA conversions are where money is withdrawn from the IRA, income taxes are paid,
and the remaining balance is deposited in the Roth IRA account. The plan is to withdraw money
from the IRA up to the top of the current taxable income bracket. Later IRA withdrawals are
supplemented with tax free Roth withdrawals to hold down taxable income to inside the current
tax bracket while meeting spending needs.
2. IRA to Taxable Account transfers in which, like a conversion, funds are withdrawn from the IRA,
taxes are paid, and the balance goes into the Taxable Account. This may occur, for example, when
the RMD forces unwanted IRA distributions which are not needed for immediate spending.
3. Social Security income, rather than being spent, is saved in the Taxable Account. Early in
retirement, when both partners are receiving benefits, income will be high. Later in retirement,
when the surviving spouse has high medical expenses and only one person’s Social Security
benefits, this surplus was needed. (This situation occurs in the examples in this article.)
Figure 2, Transfers, shows how ORP rearranged account balances to achieve withdrawal tax efficiency. In
year 1 of retirement PERP did a large, but partial IRA to Roth IRA conversion while it met the spending
requirements and kept taxable income in the 15% bracket. Transfers continued to age 80, loss of spouse.
During independent living, thanks to two Social Security incomes, the couple set aside some income in
the Taxable Account, to meet late in life assisted living expenses.
Figure 2: Taxable Income, shows the AIP plan’s taxable income in the Federal progressive tax brackets.
Each bar represents the total income for an age. A bar’s segments show income, in thousands of dollars,
in the various income tax bracket. The bottom segment, “no tax”, shows the amount for standard
deduction and personal exemptions. The second segment shows the amount in the 10% bracket. At age
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66 the Trump tax cuts expire, and the old brackets apply. The 10% bracket remains the second tax bracket,
but the next higher bracket rises from 12% to 15%. And so on, to 25%, the highest tax bracket for this
example.
IRA withdrawals, taxed at personal income tax rates, are the most expensive and Roth IRA withdrawals
are not taxed. Taxable Account withdrawals are not taxed as highly as IRA withdrawals since equity sales
are taxed at the capital gains rate. PERP balanced IRA withdrawals against the other two types; at the
same time as it maximized the compounding of asset returns.
At age 80 the loss of spouse caused a reduction in income, (loss of the deceased’s Social Securing benefits
for example) and the shift from the married couple’s tax schedule, 15% tax bracket, to the single person’s
schedule, 25% tax bracket.
The major illness at age 85 caused a more expensive level of assisted living (essential spending) and a
higher level of savings withdrawals.

Discussion
Figure 2, Taxable income, shows AIP taxable income for each Federal income tax bracket. During the
independent living years IRA to Roth IRA conversions drew down the IRA at a rate that kept taxable income
at the top of the 15% tax bracket. (Note that tax brackets are indexed to inflation, hence the upward
slope). In other words, PERP withdraws from the IRA to the top of the active tax bracket. During the
final, medically intensive years, taxable income is held in the appropriate tax bracket by mixing Roth and
IRA withdrawals. Most of the bars in Figure 2, Taxable income trace out the top of income tax brackets.
What the advisor tells the client: Save early, be comfortable later.

CCRC Computations
A Continuing Care Retirement Community (CCRC) is a land-based cruise ship for the elderly. A CCRC
features all manner of distractions from the physiological havoc aging is doing to the clients. A CCRC
requires a hefty entrance fee, with several zeros after the first significant digit and a monthly per person
fee. Figure 3, Sources of Income, demonstrates ORP’s withdrawal plan for a couple hiding from life in a
CCRC.
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CCRC Income
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CCRC Transfers
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CCRC Taxable Income
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NoTax
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The CCRC charts follow the same conventions used earlier for to AIP.
Age 65, Retire. At retirement, an IRA to Roth IRA conversion increase the Roth account balance so that
later on tax free withdrawals from the IRA will stay within the optimal tax bracket. This was discussed
earlier.
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Ages 65-70, retirement living in the family homestead while decisions are being made. During this phase,
the household is downsized in preparation for moving to the smaller quarters of the CCRC. At age 69 the
house is sold, and the after-tax proceeds go into the Taxable Account. The Taxable Account withdrawal
spike at age 70 indicates that a portion of house sale proceeds are used to pay the CCRC entrance fee.
The remainder of the income from the home sale was used to support essential spending (monthly CCRC
fees). As was the case with AIP the couple lived mostly off of their IRA
Ages 70-80, Married couple independent living in a CCRC after buying in at age 70 and ending with the
loss of spouse at age 80. There was enough surplus from the house sale in the Taxable Account to hold
IRA withdrawals in the 15% tax bracket for much of the couple’s independent living phase (Figure 3,
Taxable Income).
Ages 81-85, Single independent living in the CCRC until a major health crisis at age 85. After loss of spouse
Essential Spending is reduced to CCRC single occupancy.
Ages 86-92, Assisted Living Phase, in which the surviving spouse requires the most assistance and has the
highest Essential Spending.
Like AIP, CCRC (Figure 3) has large, partial IRA to Roth IRA (IRA2Roth bars) conversions scheduled for early
in the plan. Higher taxes are paid early in retirement because it is economically advantageous over
delaying them. (See Tax Leveling discussed earlier.)
The IRA withdrawal strategy in anticipate climatic events by doing partial conversions, up to a level
deemed economical by taxes, and then make the major outlay with a combination of taxed funds from
the IRA and untaxed funds from the Roth IRA. PERP’s optimal solution includes a sufficient level of partial
conversions before the major event. Not once, but twice does this construct appear in PERP’s retirement
plan; once for paying the CCRC’s entrance fee at age 70, and again before loss of spouse.
Many clients become anxious about the prepayment of taxes at which the calming hand of the financial
advisor is called for. The computed gain is $2,000 per year over 30 years of retirement. At the same time
the optimal plan takes into account the difference between rates of return on the different saving
accounts in how it schedules withdrawals. Funds in higher yielding accounts are retained while making
distributions and sometimes rebalances accounts to improve overall asset returns.
What the advisor tells the clients: A CCRC is within their financial reach.

Custodial Care
The Custodial Care (CC) Model begins as did Age in Place, but loss of spouse sends the surviving spouse is
off to a custodial care facility. In this example, loss of spouse ends the AIP phase similarity and begins CC.
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Four retirement phases of Custodial Care can be seen in Figure 4:
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1. (Age 65-Age 70): The savings transition phase: from retirement to beginning of Social Security,
the couple lives off of savings only. IRA to Roth IRA conversions start the process of accumulation
of low tax savings in anticipation of higher expenditures later on in the plan.
2. (Age 70-Age 80): The independent living with two Social Security income phase lasts up to loss of
spouse.
3. (Age 80-Age 85) Widowhood, from loss of spouse, and sale of house, to the health issue event.
Substantial income comes the sale of the house which went into the Taxable Account at the age
of sale. The proceeds from sale of the house, now in the Taxable Account support, spending until
age 89.
4. (Age 85-92): End of Plan spending is supported from the Roth IRA. Hospice takes over end of life
care for the final year.
Assisted living monthly fees triple independent living costs. Figure 4: Custodial Care tells the story.
Transfer shows that ORP squirreled away IRA withdrawals and Social Security benefits in taxable savings
while enjoying a relatively small Discretionary Spending of $17K. Sources of Income shows that after age
80 those savings met the assisted living requirements with the same Discretionary Spending.
What the advisor advises the clients: There has to be some serious conservation of saving done in mid
plan when they least look like they need it.

DISCUSSION
A straight cost comparison ignores the fact that AIP has non-quantifiable costs that are not included in
the model, i.e. the effort that family members expend to support the AIP client. On the other hand, the
CCRC offers substantial entertainment amenities which are included in the CCRC costs. The cost of the
amenities have been omitted from AIP and only partially accounted for in CC pricing. The free-market
followers of Adam Smith assume responsive pricing in retirement service providers’ fees. There is a
difference in utility value between AIP and CCRC in today’s market. In other words, AIP family support
and CCRC amenities account for some of Discretionary Spending difference between these models. Thus,
the choice between the options comes down to not only to a cost comparison but to how well the
amenities suit the client not only now but in the future.

While the comparison of strategies is interesting it is not altogether appropriate.
Table 3: Option Summary

Option
$000
Age in Place
CCRC
Custodial

Discretionary
Spending
44
25
43

Plan Value
2157
2363
2153

Discretionary Spending, the value that ORP is maximizing, is constant across time. Plans with higher
Essential Spending, such as the latter part of CC, will have lower Discretionary Spending. AIP maintains
the same low, constant ES throughout retirement. Everything is paid for out of Discretionary Spending.
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CCRC’s Discretionary Spending is lowered by its substantial entrance fee which does not appreciate while
either of the couple is still in residence. The important take away is that all of the Plan Values are in the
same ballpark.

IRA to Roth IRS conversion Tax Impact
Table 4: Roth Conversion Comparison

Option

Off

On

% Change

AIP

1821

1832

0.60%

CCRC

2151

2232

3.77%

CC

1821

1832

0.60%

Test

1872

1884

0.64%

Long term care Insurance. (LTCI)
As noted earlier, one early retirement decision is whether to fund the medically intense end-of-life phase
with savings or take out a Long-term Care Insurance policy (LTCI). This section explores the differences.
The self-fund savings option assumes a substantial amount has been retained in savings for this purpose.
The insurance option assumes a $7,500 per couple annual premium is paid to the insurance company and
that there is no essential spending during ages 90-92 when the insurance is paying for long term care.
A casual survey of LTCI plans offered by Mutual of Omaha indicates that a married couple’s annual
premium for a 10-year, $300,00 maximum/lifetime benefit is $7,500. After loss of one spouse the annual
premium falls to $4,600 for a surviving female spouse.
Figure 6 shows the Age In Place sources of income for the long term care insurance option. The key
features that differentiate the self-funded option from the insurance options were:
1. The insurance company collects annual premiums instead of client retaining retirement savings.
Premiums stop at age 92 when the first claim is paid.
2. The insurance policy pays most of the long term care bills for the three years between age 90 and
age 92. For the last 3 years of the plan there is no Essential Spending.
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Figure 5: AIP Long Term Care Insurance

The salient features of the AIP: LTCI Income graph are:





At retirement, a major IRA withdrawal funded the IRA to Roth conversion. The Roth IRA is a source
of untaxed funds to level taxes during the latter part of retirement.
IRA and Taxable Account withdrawals funded spending from retirement to age 70 when Social
Security benefits are claimed.
The IRA and Social Security funds, a more or less, tranquil retirement until age 80 with the loss of
spouse.
From loss of first spouse to the health crisis of the surviving spouse at age 85, widowhood was
funded by reduced Social Security benefits and increased IRA withdrawals. The health crisis at
age 85 and its attendant non-Medicare funded health care demands were funded by increased,
taxed, IRA withdrawals and, untaxed, Roth IRA withdrawals.
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The end game began with the surviving spouse’s health crisis and start of general decline at age
85. Insurance coverage begins at age 90 with 3 years of coverage through the planning horizon
of age 92. The duration of typical long-term care policies was three years.

YOUR CLIENTS ARE GOING TO DIE!
(But not right away.) Intuitively retirees typically feel that death has not happened yet so by linear
extrapolation their planning horizons are indefinite and retirement income has to be managed
accordingly. In other words, avoid spending the capital. There is a psychological barrier to spending the
capital and the client has to be counseled accordingly.
However, the more analytical clients will recognize the inevitability of this assertion and plan their
retirement accordingly. The more astute of this subgroup will observe that very few of their fellow cruise
passengers are older than 80. If they want to enjoy their savings, they need travel now and not later.
PERP is useful in addressing the analytical aspects of this psychological problem. One way is to budget
$15,000 per year for cruises or tours and include it in Essential Spending.
Table 5: Spend it Now q

$000
Option

Age in Place
CCRC
Custodial

Discretionary
Spending
Base Case

Plan Value

Spend

44
25
45

Base Case

35
16
9

1,797
2,136
1,967

Spend

1,801
2,157
1,951

Spending.
Table 5 summarizes the consequences of enjoying the annual excursion before loss of spouse.
PERP can offer some guidance in balancing between current spending and saving for later healthcare.
Spending.
Table 5 shows that budgeting $15,000 annually for touring lowers discretionary spending but leaves plan
value more or less unchanged.
What the advisor advises the clients: There is financial room for the occasional excursion.

CONCLUSION
Conventional modeling of retirement income management assumes:





Retirement income management can be simulated by specifying annual spending and computing
the plan’s ending surplus or deficit.
Withdrawal from saving accounts at a constant rate of 4% of the beginning savings account
balance.
Assume constant spending, indexed to inflation, across retirement.
Ignore income taxes.
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These assumptions are a consequence of implementing studies using a personal computer’s spreadsheet.
The study reported here uses a different set of assumptions, which are closer to what can be observed in
the real world:







Retirement income management can be optimized using an off-the-shelf linear programing
system in which the plans ending balance, if any, is fixed and the optimizer creates a variable
savings withdrawal plan that maximizes total, real, disposable income.
Savings withdrawals are variable, depending on the tax characteristics of the account, the account
balance, other sources of income, and the planning horizon.
Spending is modeled as a series of dissimilar phases punctuated by line-altering events. That is
the nonlinear spending requirement is modeled using piece wise linear approximation.
The optimizer minimizes income taxes while it maximizes assert return compounding, the essence
of optimization.

Fitting the starting assumptions to the observable world is necessary if the model is to be relevant to the
planning process.
Using a linear programming formulation two measures of plan value were defined:
1. Discretionary Spending: the maximum amount of money available for annual, non-obligated
spending,
2. Plan Value: The total amount of annual, disposable, after-tax income, measured in today’s dollars,
available for spending.
PERP computes an optimal savings withdrawal plan that maximizes these two measures.
PERP has two practical uses:
1) Implement the annual 3-PEAT (Welch 2017) retirement savings, withdrawal method. At the first
of the year the 3-PEATpractitioner collects their savings account balances for their yearend
brokerage account statements and fills in ORP ’s input parameter form with their yearend account
balances. ORP computes next year’s withdrawals which the client’s broker executes. In fact,
some of the followers of the bogelheads.org forum have been doing just this in managing their
retirement income.
2) PERP is a retirement strategy evaluation tool for the retiree who is looking for computational
support in making the retirement location decision, how to fund end of life care, or in deciding
which CCRC to choose and when to move to custodial care. (These are not inconsequential
decisions due to the CCRC requirement for a large, up front entrance fee.)

Absent from the model is the role of the family caregiver(s) (i.e. daughters 1) and the economic
contributions that they provide on a volunteer, non-cash basis. One might suspect that the

1

“The best long-term care insurance in our country is a conscientious daughter,” Stanford
University’s Clinical Excellence Research Center, which studies new methods of health care
delivery.
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typical AIP client consumes more family resources than the CCRC client. The contribution of
family caregivers is a whole different research project that is outside the scope of this model.

APPENDICES
Literature Review
All of the retirement calculators available on the Internet are simulators. Simulators accept a set of
assumptions and computes the consequences of those assumptions, a single answer. For example, see
(Kitces 2020).
The weakness of the simulator approach is that it states the problem the wrong way. One of the
assumptions of the simulator is the savings withdrawals rate and the simulator reports the plans surplus
or deficit. ORP accepts the desired surplus, if any, and computes the savings withdrawal schedule that
maximizes retirement spending.

Long term care Insurance. (LTCI)
As noted earlier, an early retirement decision is whether to fund the medically intense end of life phase
with savings or take out a Long-term Care Insurance policy (LTCI). This section explores the differences.
The self-fund savings option assumes a substantial amount has been retained in savings for this purpose.
The insurance option assumes a $7,500 annual premium is paid to the insurance company and that there
is no essential spending during ages 90-92 when the insurance is paying the bill.
A casual survey of LTCI plans offered by Mutual of Omaha indicates that $7,500 is, more or less, the
representative annual premium for a married couple. After loss of spouse the annual premium falls to
$4,600 when the surviving spouse is female. This is for a 10-year policy with a $300,000 limit.
Figure 6 shows the Age In Place sources of income for the long term care insurance option. The key
features that differentiate the self-funded option from the insurance options were:
3. The insurance company collects annual premiums instead of client retaining retirement savings.
Premiums stop at age 92 when the first claim is paid.
4. The insurance policy pays most of the bills for the three years between age 90 and age 92. For
the last 3 years of the plan there is no Essential Spending.
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Figure 6: AIP Long Term Care Insurance

The salient features of the AIP: LTCI Income graph are:





At retirement, a major IRA withdrawal funded the IRA to Roth conversion. The Roth IRA is a source
of untaxed funds to level taxes during the latter part of retirement.
IRA and Taxable Account withdrawals funded spending from retirement to age 70 when Social
Security benefits were claimed.
The IRA and Social Security funded, a more or less, tranquil retirement until age 80 with loss of
From loss of spouse to the health crisis at age 85 widowhood was funded by reduced Social
Security benefits and increased IRA withdrawals. The health crisis at age 85 and its attendant
non-Medicare funded health care demands were funded by increased, taxed, IRA withdrawals
and, untaxed, Roth IRA withdrawals.
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The end game began with the health crisis of age 85 and the start of general decline. Insurance
coverages begins at age 90 with 3 years of coverage, go the planning horizon at age 92. Typical
long-term care policies were for a duration of three years.

Linear Programming
The computational engine used in this study is the Optimal Retirement Planner (ORP) a linear
programming optimizer. ORP computes the maximum Disposable Income available over all of retirement
for the given asset situation.
ORP is a Linear Programming (LP) application that finds the optimal solution for conflicting requirements.
Linear programming is a mathematical tool where a process is modeled as a set of linear equations.
Normally there are more variables than equations; this means there are many solutions to the equations.
The objective function spans the entire system and assigns a cost or profit to each activity in the system.
This function computes the profit for a solution to the system of equations. The optimal solution is one
with the maximum value of the objective function.
The genius of linear programming is the simplex method (Dantzig 1963) that evaluates a relatively small
number of a very large number of candidate solutions as it seeks the optimal solution, which is guaranteed
to maximize the objective function.
Ragsdale, Seila, and Little (1994) and Coopersmith and Sumutka (2011) demonstrated that the linear
model is a suitable representation of the retirement income management process. They each laid out the
retirement model in algebraic form. The competing forces of the retirement income model are minimizing
taxes (cost reduction) and maximizing compounded asset returns (profit maximization). Linear
programming finds the optimal balance between these two objectives.
Welch (2008) was the first, and thus far only retirement calculator, to make a linear programming based
retirement calculator available to the retail market via the Internet. ORP maximizes Disposable Income
at retirement and indexes subsequent years to inflation. ORP reverses the usual retirement calculator
architecture and maximizes annual Disposable Income for a given estate (plan surplus). The conventional
practice is to maximize plan surplus for an assumed spending level.
Welch (2015a) demonstrated linear programming’s advantage over the conventional savings withdrawal
practice of distributing the Taxable Account until depletion, then the IRA, followed by the Roth IRA.
In subsequent papers Welch demonstrated the utility of LP platform in conducting research into
retirement income management strategies. Welch (2015b) compared four spending models that are
based on databases of user retirement spending. Welch [2016] modeled partial IRA to Roth conversions,
concluding that conversions front loaded the payment of taxes while not doing conversions increased
total taxes but spread them over all of retirement. Welch [2017] reported on how some retirees selfmanage their retirement income by doing full retirement option analysis but implement their decisions
one year at a time.

Modeling Spending
Conventional retirement simulators assume that spending is constant, indexed to inflation, across the
entire span of retirement. While computationally convenient, straight line spending is not representative
of actual retirement spending.
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Facts Used in this Study
The Facts of Table 6 are values that are not subject to change by the user.
Table 6: Facts

Facts
Current Age
IRA
Roth IRA Account
Taxable
Taxable Cost Basis
Illiquid Assets - House
Illiquid Asset cost basis
Mortgage Balance
Social Security Benefits Principle
Investment Amount

Balances in Thousands of Dollars
Retiree
Spouse
60
60
800
800
100
100
200
200
400
100
0
30
30

Financial Environmental Assumptions
The environmental parameters Table 7 are not personal to the client but apply at the national level and
change due to acts of Congress or due to market forces. They may be changed by the adviser to assess
the impact on the retirement plan of changes in the financial environment.
Table 7: Environmental Assumptions

Environmental Assumptions are eternal parameters that cannot be controlled by the user but can be
estimated and set by the user. For example rate of spending inflation is controlled by the Federal Reserve
but can be set by the user based on how they feel the Federal Reserve is going to operate over the next
30 years.
Parameter
Long term capital gains tax rate
State Income Taxes
Trump Tax Cut
Rate of income inflation

Value
15%
0%

Rate of spending inflation

4%

Stocks’ rate of return

7%

Bond Yield
Social Security

3.5%
25%

2%

Comments
None
Expires in 2025, tax tables revert to old values
The Federal Reserve's stated target. ORP applies this
inflation estimate to income and tax brackets.
Reflecting retirement living costs derived from the
Senior Citizen League's study (2017).
The 10-year Rate of Return (ROR) for popular S&P 500
index funds as reported by Zack.
Moody's . Aaa Corporate Bond Yield
Reduction in Social Security benefits in 2035 when the
Trust Fund is depleted.
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Client Policy Choices Applied to this Study.
The policy assumptions of Table 8 are personal choices that the client may want to manipulate to do
scenario evaluations.
Table 8: Policy Choices

Policy
Age to Retire
Planning horizon age

Retiree
65
92

Spouse
65
92

Comment

Loss of Spouse
Age to Claim Social
Security
Amount of plan surplus
(Estate)
Percent Savings is Stocks
Percent Savings in Bonds
IRA to Roth IRA
Conversions

80
70

70

IRS life expectancy of one member of a married
couple
Life expectancy for a 60 year old male
Conventional wisdom

0

--

Spend to the end

60
60
Conventional wisdom
40
40
Conventional wisdom
Unlimited Unlimited Conversions are useful for buffering cash flow
to keep IRA withdrawals at the top of income
tax brackets. This is discussed in detail in the
section presenting AIP computational results.
Assume annual rebalancing of saving allocations to maintain stock and bond ratios.

Accumulation Phase
When comparing options with varying retirement ages the period between the client’s
current age and retirement age, accumulation phase, has to be accounted for.
The sections of this article comparing alterative retirement ages include optimization of
retirement savings contributions. During the accumulation phase the clients are assumed
to be employed, receiving earned income, and saving in their retirement saving accounts,
(IRA, Roth IRA and Taxable Account). Whereas during retirement, savings are being
distributed, during the accumulation phase savings are being increased. For purposes of
this paper the model the assumptions shown in Table 9.
Table 9: Accumulation Phase Savings

Account Retiree Spouse
IRA
20
20
Roth IRA 5
5
Total annual retirement savings for the couple during the accumulation period is $50K.
ORP optimizes contributions to the three savings accounts: IRA, Roth IRA, and Taxable.
The limits on the tax advantaged accounts will be peculiar to the client but are set by taxing
authority. Funds not contributed to a tax advantaged account go to the Taxable Account.
Based on the global tax situation the optimal contributions may not be to a tax vantage
accounts’ upper limit for ages near retirement.
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Healthcare Rate Estimates.
The healthcare service rates used in this study come from those prevailing in Southern Maryland in 2019.
1. CCRC rates are drawn from the Financial Disclosure for Riderwood Village, Silver Spring, MD.
Riderwood is your quintessential CCRC, with 2,800 clients on a 160-acre campus. The entrance
fee for a one-bedroom apartment averages $200K. Monthly fee averages $2,313 plus $948
second occupancy for a monthly fee of $3,261 or roughly $40K annually. Riderwood’s average
assisted living monthly fee is $8,100, or $97K per year.
2. Home With You Senior Care, LLC provides home healthcare aids for a $21.50 hourly rate, or $860
for a 40 hour work week. This works out to an annual charge of $44,720.
3. The Hybrid rates are drawn from Arbor Terrace, Fulton MD. Arbor Terrace has a one time, $3K
entrance fee assessed at entry. Thereafter, the client can leave with 30-day notice. Arbor Terrace
monthly rental is $6,795 for their smallest, one-bedroom apartment. There is a $2,400 surcharge
for their highest level of supportive care.
These are just intended to be representative estimates for one geographical area and not an accurate
survey of the National market.

The Spending & Income Model
This appendix discusses how the spending and income models are tied together as an integrated model.
ORP maximizes Disposable Income (DI) by scheduling savings withdrawals in such a manner as to minimize
personal income taxes on savings withdrawals and guaranteed income (Social Security).
DIr = TDWr + RothWr + TWr + GIr – taxesr for retirement years r, age 65 through 92
The W variables are savings withdrawals and available for the optimizer to manipulate while computing
maximum Disposable Income. Taxes are a consequence of withdrawals and guaranteed income. DI for
the first year of retirement and the withdrawal schedule for the plan’s first year are the optimizer’s
important results.
Recall that DIr = ESr + DSr.
So substituting for DI

ESr + DSr = TDWr + RothWr + TWr + GIr – taxesr

ES and GI are constant so it follows that DSr is proportional to TDWr + RothWr + TWr – taxesr
By definition, the optimizer maximizes DS0. DS is constant across retirement except for being indexed to
inflation:
DSr = DSr-1*(1 + inflation).
Figure 2 shows how DS is constant over the ages of retirement while ES and thus DI vary year to year over
the ages of retirement.
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Figure 7: AIP Spending
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GLOSSARY
Accumulation Phase: The phase from the client’s current age to the age of retirement. The assumption
is that the clients are employed and contributing to their retirement savings during this phase.
CCRC: Continuing Care Retirement Community. Continuing care retirement communities are retirement
communities with accommodations for independent living, assisted living and nursing home care,
offering residents a continuum of care. A person can spend the rest of his life in a CCRC or life plan
community, moving between levels of care as needed.
CC: Custodial Care is non-medical care that helps individuals with their daily basic care, such
as eating and bathing. Custodial Care clients downsize into a smaller facility, thereby facing the
same rigors as the CCRC couple. Custodial care contracts are generally month to month, may
have a one-time sign up, fee but there is no large entrance fee. Custodial Care institutions tend
to be smaller than CCRCs and offer fewer amenities.
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DI: Disposable Income, DI = ES + DS, the total amount of money, after taxes, that is available for spending
in a year. Disposable Income varies year to year as Essential Spending varies phase to phase. Total, real
Disposable Income is a useful measure of the worth of a plan.
DS: Discretionary Spending is the unobligated money left after all Essential Spending requirements have
been satisfied. Disposable Income varies year to year as Essential Spending varies phase to phase.
Discretionary Spending is maximized in today’s dollars and fixed for the retirement plan, indexed for
inflation.
Distribution Phase: Ages from retirement to the planning horizon when retirement savings are eligible
for withdrawal.
Entrance Fee: The quite large sum of money the many CCRCs require clients deposit with the CCRC. In
some cases, some or most of this deposit is recovered when the member leaves.
ES: Essential Spending: Annual money that is contractually obligated or otherwise required for retirement
living. Essential spending is constant for a phase, adjusted for inflation.
FTAB: Final Total Asset Balance: is the sum of all assets, savings, and the house, at the end of the plan.
For the scenarios in this study FTAB = 0 means that the client intends to spend it all and leave no surplus.
This is a hard constraint in that the plan cannot fail by allowing FTAB to go negative. FTAB = 0 is a soft
constraint in that FTAB is minimized while allowing it to go positive. Most commonly a surplus occurs
when the house is not sold and becomes part of FTAB.
The measure of a scenario for purposes of the paper is maximum DS0 > 0 and minimum FTAB >= 0.
IRA: Individual Retirement Account, a tax-deferred savings account in which contribution have not be
taxed and withdrawals are taxed at the individual income tax rates. In this paper IRA knots all forms of
tax-deferred savings, including but not limited to 401K and 403B.
IRA2Roth: A partial IRA (Tax-deferred) to Roth IRA conversion.
LAE: Life-altering Event: A onetime, disrupting event that ends one phase and begins a new phase.
PERP: The Phase/Event Retirement Paradigm describes retirement as a sequence of life-altering events
and phases.
Planning Horizon: Age of the end of the retirement plan. IRS actuaries estimate that one spouse of a
married couple will last to age 92, but they don’t say which one. Planning horizon is a practical upper
bound on the retirement plan. Planning horizon is different from life expectancy, which for a 60 year old
is somewhere between age 78 and age 80.
Retirement: A definitive event at a definitive age in ORP modeling. This is the age at which the ORP
switches from savings accumulation to savings distribution.
Roth IRA: A tax advantage retirement savings account in which taxes have been paid on contributions
and withdrawals are tax free.
Taxable Account: A conventional brokerage account where taxes have been paid on money in the account
and taxes are paid annually on interest and dividends. Capital gains taxes are paid on equity sales at the
time of sale.
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Total Plan Value: The sum of real (inflation is removed) Disposable Income for the entire plan. This is a
measure of the economic value of the plan.
(WP) Withdrawal Plan: The amount of withdrawal from the three retirement savings accounts (IRA-, Roth
IRA, and Taxable Account) for each year of the retirement plan.
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